“You can state your character by your choice of wallpaper”

For the first time, Materialised brings you her stunning range of wallpapers.

At first glance you’ll feel like a time traveller, right back in the 70’s. Then as you thumb through the colour combinations you’ll realise they are very much ‘on trend.’ Florence was prophetic in her use of colour. Transcending generations with ease!

Colours have been adapted to complement today’s trends, while keeping true to the colours Florence used herself.

Essentially a beautiful collection of prints, perfect for any project.
ARABIAN BIRDS

v - 52.4cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

AQUAMARINE WHITE
AZURE SATIN PEARL
ORION WHITE
LIMESTONE SATIN PEARL
NIGHT SATIN SILVER
STEEL SATIN PEARL
SUMMER SATIN PEARL
WILD SATIN SILVER
AUBREY - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 52.1cm, h - 68.5cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
AZALEA

v - 41.4cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

KAHLO WHITE

LUNA SATIN PEARL

JUPITER WHITE

SANCTUARY SATIN PEARL

WATERFRONT WHITE

MOONLIGHT WHITE
BAMBOO HAWAII

v - 51.5cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

BLUE MOUNTAINS WHITE
BRUME WHITE
COAL SATIN SILVER

DEEP SEA WHITE
OLIVE WHITE

PAPAYA SATIN PEARL
NORFOLK WHITE
ROSELLA WHITE

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
BIRDS OF PARADISE

v - 52.5cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

RASPBERRY WHITE

SUNSET SATIN PEARL

DOVE SATIN PEARL

NAVY SATIN PEARL
BRANCHES - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 63.5cm, h - 52cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
COCKATOOS

v - 59.6cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

- SHELL WHITE
- SILVER WHITE
- BLUSH WHITE
- SEASIDE WHITE
- GRASSHOPPER WHITE
- SKY WHITE
- SOOT WHITE
CROSSOVER LATTICE

- Night Satin Pearl
- Marble Satin Silver
- Pelican White
- Mauve Satin Pearl

v - 26.6cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
CHINESE FLORAL

v - 65.7cm, h - 61.5cm approx.
CHINESE FLORAL - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 64.1cm, h - 68.5cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
EGRETS - AMERICAN EDIT

v -64.1cm, h - 68.5cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
FINGERS

HYAMS WHITE

MAGPIE WHITE

SEA WHITE

MARINA WHITE

WHISPER WHITE

SOOT WHITE

SUNBURNT WHITE

v - 59.7cm, h - 61.5cm approx.
GARDENIA

v - 52.9cm, h - 61.5cm approx.
HORSES STAMPEDE

BRUME WHITE
CRYSTAL WHITE
FERNTREE WHITE
LACQUER WHITE
MAGPIE WHITE
WATTLE WHITE
19
Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
JAPANESE BAMBOO

v - 59.3cm, h - 61.5cm approx.
Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.

v - 10.2cm, h - 68.5cm approx.

JAPANESE PANELS - AMERICAN EDIT

FB1455

FB1456

FB1457

FB1458

FB1459
Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.

WATERFALL WHITE
ANTARCTIC WHITE
AVOCADO WHITE
BRUME WHITE
TRUE BLUE WHITE
PAGE WHITE
DOLPHIN WHITE
WARATAH WHITE
MAGPIE WHITE
TANAMI WHITE
MACARON WHITE
SOOT WHITE
JAPANESE FLORAL - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 60.9cm, h - 68.5cm approx.
LARGE FLORAL TRELLIS

v - 69.9cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.

FUSCHIA WHITE
LARGE FLORAL TRELLIS

BONDI WHITE
EMPIRE BLUE WHITE
FUSCHIA WHITE
RED QUEEN WHITE
SUGAR SATIN PEARL
TWIG WHITE
MACARTHUR PARK - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 60.9cm, h - 52cm approx.

FB1480
FB1481
B1482
MIKO

v - 27.1cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.

FUZZY PEACH WHITE

BRUME WHITE

AIR WHITE

SNOW GUM WHITE
ORIENTAL FILIGREE - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 1.9cm, h - 68.5cm approx.
PYRAMIDS - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 30.3cm, h - 68.5cm approx.

FB1414

FB1415

FB1416

FB1417
SCATTER DAISY

v - 50.2cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.

CORAL SEA WHITE

CUMULUS WHITE

GUMNUT SATIN PEARL

HAMILTON SATIN PEARL

STARRY NIGHT WHITE

SUNFLOWER WHITE

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
THE CRANES

v - 78.8cm, h - 61.5cm approx.
Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.

ARIZONA SATIN PEARL

CABANA WHITE

CLOUDBURST SATIN PEARL

DAY DREAM SATIN PEARL

MAGENTA WHITE

MATINEE SATIN PEARL

MOONBEAM WHITE

PORCELAIN SATIN PEARL

SOURCE WHITE
STEPS

v - 52.8cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

AMBERS WHITE
CORAL WHITE
CURRENTS SATIN PEARL
RAVEN WHITE
TWIG WHITE
TIGER STRIPE

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.

TIGER STRIPE

v - 52.7cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

BRUME WHITE
FUZZY PEACH WHITE
LILLY PILLY WHITE
MAGPIE WHITE
SNOW GUM WHITE
GOLDMINE SATIN PEARL

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
TUDOR FLORAL

v - 52.4cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

- AQUILA WHITE
- CLOUD SATIN PEARL
- LUPIN WHITE
- MAGPIE SATIN SILVER
- SHIMMER WHITE
- SUNSHINE WHITE
TURNABOUTS

v - 61.3cm, h - 61.5cm approx.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale.
WATERFALL GARDENS - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 64.1 cm, h - 68.5 cm approx.
WATERJET - AMERICAN EDIT

v - 32.1cm, h - 68.5cm approx.
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Still can’t find what you’re looking for? Have a commercial project that requires commercial grade wall vinyl? Contact us and let our specialised team help you find the solution.

Visit our website to view our entire range, get technical information, or order samples.
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